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To build your most powerful 
CRYPT CURSE warrior, first 
snap the hip piece onto the 
chest piece.  Then YOU DECIDE 
which weapons, armor, and 
body parts to add on! 
HINT: As you build, it may be 
easier to assemble the arms and 
legs before you snap them into 
the figure's torso.

Unnatural™/Crypt Curse™
UNNATURAL™>> 
Grisly breed of mythical creatures, zombies, 
and skeletons. Known for hideous appearance 
and general lack of manners. Likes: lurking in 
shadows and attacking unsuspecting travelers. 
Dislikes: fuzzy happy bunnies. 
Favorite haunt: fogs of Tombstone Island. 

CRYPT CURSE™>> 
Pharaohs of the ancient world in petrified 
mummy form. Buried thousands of years 
ago, these extremely powerful warrior 
kings returned with a vengeance when 
their crypt armories were disturbed. 
TACTICAL ADVISORY: May control the 
desert's natural forces. Can summon 
small armies of dust devils at will.

Average Height>>
Average Weight>>
Strength Type>>
Endurance Type>>

7' 
150 LBS  
8
7

specifications >>

Crypt Curse™Unnatural™

™

™

Tombstone Island

635335

start
here

Stick the XEVOZ 
CHAMPION 
STICKERS™ on your 
figure as shown, matching 
the numbers and colors to 
the parts. You decide 
where to stick the rest!

CUSTOMIZE IT!

other hands

Backpack

TO ASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Snap the ball into the widest part 
of the socket as shown. 

Socket
Ball

TO DISASSEMBLE PARTS: 
Bend at joint and pop ball out of 
socket. (Easier than pulling straight out!)

AGES 6+
85527/85501 asst.
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spinning torso

To unleash
Dust Devil Attack:

step 1
   Turn torso
   counter-
   clockwise until
   it locks into
   place.

step 2
   Press button
   on back to
   attack!

    Want an even more powerful warrior?  
Check out  XEVOZ.COM
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